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Add more link providers. Fix link not ready yet. Fix bugs and optimize. Fix download feature. You must turn off battery optimization for TeaTV for stable downloads. Improve collection in discover. Add 5 new link providers. Fix bugs. Fix the HD Release section. Fix crash bugs. Improve collection in discover
not loading. Fix automatic updates on Android 10. Add a light mode on the condition that TMDB goes down. Fix bugs. Add 10 new link providers. Add the ability to select watchlists as the default display. Fix bugs and optimize focus on TV. Add movie release status. Fix link provider. Fix bugs. Add
premiumization support. Add photos of actors and actresses in the TV interface. Add search movies based on actors and actresses. Fix multiple link providers. Fix the black slit on the TV. Fix openload links. Add multiple link providers. Fix subscene. Fix the privacy screen on the TV. Change the UI for the
TV. Add 3 Google Video providers. Add a list of episodes in the internal player. Fix links for specific movies. Add 15 new link providers. Fix crashes on some devices. Tweak Android TV UI. Improves the display of subtitles for Arabic and other languages. Fix bugs can't be played on some devices. Fix
crashes on some devices. Fix subtitles downloaded from opensubtitles. Fix no space bugs for subtitles. Fix crash bugs on Amazon Fire TV. Fix bug stuck on Android 4.4 device. Improve link time. Add the clock to the player. Fix bugs when downloading movies on Android 9 devices. Add the option to hide
posters, names, and years. Fix the player is not full screen on the phone. Improves the look of subtitles. Add option to restart/resumeSpecel full-screen adsFix some link providers Add a Google Video link provider. Rework Trakt is signed in on Android TV. Add the option to hide undisturbed seasons,
episodes. Fix eye icons not syncing with Trakt (for movies). Add option to show only RD links. Add lots of RD links. Sort flow links by size. Add the option to select a secondary subtitle language. Fix the poster on the movie details. Fix failed subtitle download in Amazon Firestick. Optimize the layout in
movie details. Improves the appearance of subtitles for internal players. The eye icon turned yellow for movies and tv shows to watch. Fix bugs. Fix crashes on some devices. Optimize the display on multiple screens. Revamp ui for phone backups and TVAdd, restore featuresAdd Google links for the most
popular movies and tv showsAdd automatic backups of features before updatingAdd the next episode of Optimize ads. Add a Christmas collection. Fix bugs. Optimize Subtitles.Change multiple loadings Core. Fix Bug. Hot fix movie critical bug does not load. Fix subtitles not loaded on some devices. Hot
fix bugs are important on some devices. Change the maxium subtitle size to 54.Add the autoplay feature of the next tv show episode. Add a dead feature screen after the movie ends. Fix cast with subtitles. Fixed left menu crashes on some devices. Add cast with subtitles, support Chromecast.Add A-Z
sorting in watchlists and collections. Add the ability to delete recent movies. Add a FAQ in the settings, if you have any questions, you can read them. Add multiple adult movies when you turn off safemode in settings. Update the HD Releases tab with the latest HD movies. Change the maximum subtitle
size to 31. Fix login with opensubtitles.org.Fix many many Newer: Displays grid types in the watchlist and collection screen. Newer: Show movie types in the link. New: Add login to your opensubtitle account to get better subtitles. New: Add New HD Release Collection Fix: Sync watchlists and trakt
collections. Fix: Arabic subtitles. New: Add sync collection from the order. New: Add 720p and 1080p. New providers: Add HD Release Section. New: Add the Sync watchlist feature from a file. If you lose your watchlist after the update, please use this feature. Fix: Extend the filter year in Category to
1900.Fix opensubtitle api. Fix bugs. Newer: Add opensubtitle. New: Add a feature to customize the subtitle timer. Newer: Add 1080 movie and tv show providers. New: A watchlist that's fully synchronized with Trakt's account. New: Add multiple 720p and 1080p providers. New: Add multiple 1080p and 4k
providers for Real-Debrid users. Newer: Show the progress of the spectacle for each episode of the tv show. Newer: Remake UI from the search screen. Fix bugs that cause crashes on some devices. Fix multiple providers. Fix bugs. Fix important bugs on Android 4.4 devices. Fix crashes after clicking the
Play button. Fix more bugs. New: Add more 720 and 1080.Baru Providers: LiveTV from beta with more channels. New: Add Popular TV Shows on Discover.New: Add Chanel Notifications in Menu.New: Add Brazilian Portuguese Subtitles.New: UI in Details. Fix Arabic Subtitles.Fix Search on FireTV.Fix
Bugs. Fix Bugs When Casting to TV. New: Add more Chanel Live TV. New: Fix https chanel. New: Chanel custom on Live TV. New: Live TV (Beta). Newer: FireTV Support Menu button. New: Add Two Providers.New: Support Android Pie 9.New: New UI in Discover. Fix OL Provider. Fix Bugs. New: Now
Playing in Collection.New: Add two providers. Newer: Fire TV compatible remote. Fix crashes on Amazon devices. Fix Bug. New: Add a Quick.Baru Provider: Optimize UX in the TV box. Newer: Show Collections in Discover. Newer: Optimize for TV Boxes. New: Add Two Providers.Baru: Add TPlayer
support download subtitles online. New: Subtitles Turkish Language Support. Fix: Load Subtitles in PlayerFix Bugs. Newer: Add More 720p Providers. New: Add tutorials for new users. Fix: Extesion file downloaded. Fix: recent players. Fix: New Bug: Add Search suggestions. New: App optimize. 26 MB -
includes updates and bug fixes. TeaTV app is a free streaming app that includes thousands of Movies &amp;amp; TV shows to watch. It belongs to a subcategory of streaming services known as IPTV. This TV app can be installed on Android smartphones or tablets, Firestick, Fire TV, Android TV, and
boxes Android TV. The TeaTV APK feature is filled with features that will surely attract every user to download it. Here are some of its main features are - It offers a variety of movies and TV shows with different genres, such as - romance, comedy, action, horror, and thriller, for you to choose from.
Available in Different Quality The app offers multiple links from a single movie or TV show, for different qualities from 360p to 1080p and even 4k. You can choose one of the links and enjoy your show. The TeaTV app offers amazing users which is very easy to operate. The clean user interface helps you
browse apps faster and enjoy your surfing experience. The tea TV app is completely free to download and use. It works on your behalf and makes entertainment free for you. To stream your favorite videos on TeaTV, you don't need any type of login or registration. Nor is there a subscription trick either.
TeaTV APK can be installed on any Android device, as well as on a tablet, PC, or SMART TV, etc. But Tea TV needs to be installed on a PC through the emulator and on your SMART TV by installing it on your FireStick. It also provides users with several direct options separately in addition to giving
access to many movies and TV shows, the latest TeaTV app uploads new movies and TV shows almost every day and gives you access to new content. One of the coolest features of TeaTV is that you can request any movie and TV show that isn't available in the Tea TV app and app will add a movie or
TV show for you. The main drawback of subscribing to Netflix is that you can't watch movies and series produced by HBO... and vice versa if you decide to subscribe to HBO. In other words, you won't be able to download movies and series from Netflix. But it can be fixed if you're not too worried about
being 100% legal and download TeaTV, an app that lets you play series and movies online in HD for free. TV series and movies with a very functional interface This is another app for watching movies and episodes of series with 1080p video quality and a very simple interface that has no jealousy of paid
services but without subscriptions or monthly payments. It works through an external P2P connection also allows us to download a lot of such content. Among the main features of this app for watching movies via streaming, we must show the following: Various online movies and episodes of the series.
Download content to your smartphone or tablet to watch it offline. No speed issues: choose the connection that suits your needs best. Play any content with subtitles in several languages including Spanish, French, German, or Italian. Watch the trailer, read the technical datasheets of each series or movie,
different opinions. Explore available categories or find whatever you want with its built-in search tool. Download Apk TeaTV now and take advantage of the best movies and television wherever you go with or without an Internet connection. Download or stream movies and TV Convenient way to watch
movies and series online Access lots of multimedia content from your smartphone Stream movies, TV Shows, sports, and more Movies or Stream Chat shows with all your contacts - quickly and easily TeaTV 10.0.8r Apk Mod is the latest Android Movies app entertainmentDownload the latest version of
TeaTV Apk Mod For Android with direct linkTeaTV - Free Movies 1080p and TV Shows for Android Devices TeaTV Apk ModWhat is TeaTV? The fastest and easiest way to find and find find actors and performances. Login? You don't have to. You don't need to have an account when using the
TeaTV.Awesome interface. TeaTV has been built from the bottom up with performance in mind for a quick and efficient experience to surf your collection. Join now Watch trailers, read reviews, and get show season details, get the latest information on upcoming movie releases. Choosing the right movie
has never been easier. What's the cost? TeaTV works on your behalf and makes entertainment free, at no cost to you. Simple and Elegant you can keep track of the movies you have, the movies you want, the movies you see and the movies you want to watch. FREE and 1080p HD TV Shows and Movie
Movies Free is the latest add-on with Movies and TV Shows in Full HD 1080p &amp;amp; 720pIt HD provides almost all TV shows and movies. Many genres such as Drama, Crime, Comedy, Adventure, Family, Horror, Thriller, Romance, Western, Animation, Biography and many more. All are available
on this site in full HD quality. You can also download episodes in 480p, 720p, and 1080p quality. If you are a fan of true movies and TV shows, then all you really need is Tea TV! TeaTV is an Android app that lets you watch, stream, and download free HD TV Shows and 1080p and movies on your
Android device. It provides almost all TV shows and movies. Totally free. You can download it on your Android device or watch it online. Watching movies and TV shows is the best entertainment! If you are a true fan of movies and TV shows, then all you really need is Tea TV! TeaTV works on your behalf
and makes entertainment free, at no cost to you. Watch trailers, read reviews, and get show season details, get the latest information on upcoming movie releases. Choosing the right movie has never been easier. You can keep track of the movies you own, the movies you want, the movies you see, and
the movies you want to watch. Whats New:v10.0.8r – Add 5 link providers; – Fix bugs and optimize; Mod Info: Ads Removed; Sponsored banner layout removed; Disabled/Removed Unwanted Permissions + Recipients and Services; All ad calls and services from Activity are removed; All ad banner
layouts in tablet mode are removed; Select Disabled player popups; No forced updates; Analytics is disabled. Disabled.
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